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Madison has a new sheriff in town and the guys from Kennedy Ink, are determined to call him a

friend, whether he likes it or not. Secretly, we think he does, though, it's tough to get him to show it.

At a charity auction for Ms. Jay, he meets Foster...Foster found himself in town on a whim and

stayed, much like Wade did, some months ago. Finding himself in situation after sticky situation, the

one who seems to pop up more often than not, is the new sheriff in town. With molten gray eyes and

a burly beard, Foster finds himself attracted to said sheriff. Unfortunately, a boyfriend who soon

becomes an ex, is causing trouble and Foster needs the sheriff's help, again. With troubled pasts on

both of their ends, and a newly ended relationship; do these two have what it takes to go after the

thing that feels right, or will fear and bad timing keep them apart?Come on, now, you know I only

have love and happy endings in my books. There might also be big news for Kingsley and Morgan...

you'll just have to read and see :)Come catch up with these inked up boys from Madison, and see

who's next!
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I can't decide who is my favorite is Kinsley and Morgan, Finn and Jay, or Wade and Foster maybe



all of them. I love this series because of well developed characters who I fall in love with coupled

with a good story line. I'm not one to give anything away as far as plot but I will say this these are

stories I read again and again, yes they are that good! Bring on the next gorgeous man!

This series gets 5 stars because of flow of story line and continuations of relationships from

previous books. I simply enjoy happy endings. A bit of conflict is good to add spice but Jenny shows

the "family" dynamics so well in relationships between her characters. I look forward to each book.

Keep them coming! Who's next? Maybe Jeffrey?

I can't get enough of jenny Wood!! These Kennedy boys are extending there family in more ways

then one. Can't wait for the twin. On a personal note., there is nothing wrong with Jenny's writing. It

is always even better then the last. Definitely worth the time and money!!

Wade and Foster are cute together. Both have their insecurities that they need to address just like

everyone else at Kennedy Ink. I can't wait until King and Morgan get their babies. Not ready for the

series to end yet.

A totally feel-good, short story.Sweet, slow paced, sexy, fun... close to none angst and adorable

HEACan't go wrong with this for a brief, uplifting moment in time.Nothing wrong with those ^^

Each book in this series is such a treat to me... I love all of the characters and look forward to

following them as their circle of friends and family continue to grow... Can't wait to see what comes

next xx

Another great book in the series. Foster & Wade's story. I love them. I cant decide which book I love

most at this point. And.... As a bonus. Lol. This one is edited soooo much better than the others.

Love this series. Well written story line with well developed characters. I can't wait to see what

happens next. Also looking forward to meeting Morgan and Kingsley's new twins.
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